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| HORLA | are truly an exception to the rule. Hailing from 
Manchester, UK, comprised of accomplished Bassist/
Backing Vocalist Josh Leach (Adelaide/Brahma Loka), Lead 
Guitarist Maximilian Mawdsley, British Session Drummer/
Percussionist Rob Evans (Bipolar Sunshine/Twenty 
Twelve/JJ ROSA), & firmed and fronted by Nathan Howard 
(Previously represented by Brontone Management (MUSE/
The Pogues/Jordan Allen/Embers).

Taking influence from arena sized rock behemoths such 
as Radiohead, Muse, Placebo, Arcade Fire with a love of 
the cinematic/soundtrack sounds of Sigur Ros/Mogwai. 
They thrive in their approach to combine bombastic 
and melodramatic music with defiantly haunting vocals, 
Statement lyrical themes & contemporary modern 
production. The band provide anything from the euphoric 
/ melancholic or battlefield apocalyptic world ending 
soundtrack to any mood, captivating audiences with 
an evocative array of sonic prowess and razor sharp 
musicianship.

| HORLA | formed in early 2017, refining an extensive back 
catalogue of songs penned over Howard’s time throughout 
Embers / Jordan Allen as well as new material whilst honing 
their unique live show and sound. The earliest iteration of 
| HORLA | came into existence whilst singer Nathan was 
playing in cinematic post-rock Manchester outfit Embers 
(under Brontone Management) and drummer Rob was 
carrying out session duties with emerging global talent 
Bipolar Sunshine. Josh an already well established and 
well respected musician in the Manchester scene through 
Brahma-Loka & Adelaide was later recruited by Nathan 
along with session guitarist and teacher Maximilian. After an 
initial meeting the creatives began plotting and | HORLA | 
was well and truly born.



The band digitally released their mammoth debut single 
‘Into The Void’ on 13th April to a rapturous applause. 
Produced by long time collaborator of Howard & Leach 
Mark Winterburn at Edge Studio’s / Mastered at Abbey 
Road Studios by Andrew Walter (The Cure,U2, David 
Bowie).

Their intentions are well and truly clear for all to witness - 
“Into The Void” is a true statement of intent imposed on 
the musical landscape designed to place the listener on the 
dock, question and transport them to another stratosphere. 
“We feel an obligation to strive to push music further 
forward into the future and test genres with our sound and 
be as ambitious as possible but keep a true message at the 
core - this is our secret weapon, these are the kind of bands 
we truly admire and inspire us.”

Listen to
INTO THE VOID 

on Spotify

“THE FUTURE-MUSIC SOUND FOR THE RIGHT 

HERE AND NOW”

- Sleeping Bag Studios, CA, USA

“FOR A SINGLE TO DELIVER AMBIENCE 

ALONGSIDE AN IRRESISTIBLE OMINOUS 

TONALITY AND PIERCINGLY SHARP METAL IN 

ONE ARRANGEMENT IS NOTHING SHORT OF 

AWE INSPIRING”

- AnR Factory

 “Into The Void is a song about feeling lost and confused, 
anger at social hierarchy and feeling a total loss of identity. 
Constantly at war with oneself and society’s fractured 
infrastructure and the need to escape our own vices. 
Our voices are never heard as we are oppressed by the 
pressures of the world we can’t control. It’s One last gasp 
at saving yourself. ‘Why do we all sing, When we have no 
voice’ & ‘This is all I have left’. Therefore we are entering 
the void - the unknown- the deeper we Search the more 
frightened and lost we all become. But salvation and 
resistance is near...  “. - Howard

Three more follow up singles are ready for release in the 
back end of 2019 -

Lead Single euphoric anthem “Lifeblood” aesthetically 
lends a nods towards old romantic cinema / theatre mixed 
with a defiant message of all encompassing love over 
coming of ones own battles to realise the truth of ones 
existence. 

Stare Down The Walls depicts the battle between man and 
machines and the powers at be that prevent us from the 
material bliss we all desire and are lead to believe is key to 
our freedom. The Sound Of a Gun tells the story of a tragic 
breakdown of communication between two people and 
wanting to slip away from all you’ve ever known and find a 
new life. All these in the works for release late 2019 show 
just how much versatility and prowess HORLA truly posses.

Listen to LIFEBLOOD

https://open.spotify.com/album/7t8s9vHLYe2PNxl7T8OttS?si=ZCWO6a1FTOWEze1PuXyJYQ
https://open.spotify.com/album/7t8s9vHLYe2PNxl7T8OttS?si=ZCWO6a1FTOWEze1PuXyJYQ
https://soundcloud.com/h-o-r-l-a/lifeblood-master/s-SzzL8
https://soundcloud.com/h-o-r-l-a/lifeblood-master/s-SzzL8


| HORLA | are here to assert themselves as one of 
the must see live acts around - having made only a few 
exclusive appearances so far supporting upcoming London 
based band LONA and an exclusive festival appearance at 
Dot to Dot this summer - they are surely not to be missed, 
expect to see a string of dates announced shortly including 
two hometown headline shows after partnering with national 
promoter DHP.

13th SEPTEMBER

MANCHESTER DEBUT HEADLINE SHOW 

@ EAGLE INN

(DHP FAMILY LIVE) 

NOVEMBER / DECEMBER TBC

MANCHESTER HEADLINE SHOW

(DHP FAMILY)
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